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1. Statement of results 
Let X 1 , X 2 , • •• be a strictly stationary sequence of integer-valued random variables 
and let S1 , S2 , • • • be the sums 
(n;:::: 1). 
If the increments are independent, then according to the Hewitt-Savage zero-one law 
(Breiman (1968)) the tail a-field 
n a(Sn : n;:::: N) 
N>O 
is trivial. Without the independence this need no longer be true. The main question 
that will be addressed in this paper is what can be said about the tail behavior of the 
sums in this more general setting. 
It is natural to extend (Xn)n~1 to a double-sided process X := (Xn)nEZ and to 
extend also the sums to a double-sided process (Sn) n E 'JI., by requiring that 
(1.1) 
The process X is defined on the probability space (0, J", P) with 0 = Z'Jl,, X is the 
identity on 0, J" is the product a-field generated by the discrete topology on 'JI.,, and P 
is a T-invariant probability measure with T the shift defined by (T X)n = Xn+ 1 (n E 
Z). We shall be interested in the following tail a-fields associated with (Sn): 
9:,;v := n a(Sn - Sm : m :S -M, n;:::: N). 
M,N~O 
Note that 9;;-v = nN r-N 900' so 9;;-v is a T-invariant a-field included in the double 
tail a-field 900 . The following example shows that 9;,:-v and 900 may be different. 
EXAMPLE (1.2): Let (Yn) be i.i.d. with P(Yn = -1) = P(Yn = 1) = i and let 
Xn = Yn - Yn-1(n E 'JI.,). Then Sn - Sm = Xm+i + ··· + Xn = Yn - Ym and so 
9;,:-v is trivial by the Kolmogorov zero-one law (Breiman (1968)). On the other hand, 
Sn= X 1 + ··· + Xn = Yn - Yo and hence limN-oo N- 1 L:=l Sn= -Y0 a.s. Thus 
Y0 is 900 -measurable, so 900 is not trivial. In fact, 900 = a(Y0 ) a.s. 
Let 
loo := n a(Xn : m::; -M, n > N) 
M,N~O 
be the double tail a-field associated with X. Since 
a(Sn - Sm : m :S -M,n;:::: N) = a(SN - S_u) V a(Xn: m :S -M,n > N) 
for all M, N;:::: 0, it is clear that 9;,:-v ~ 100 . In section 2 we prove: 
2 
THEOREM ( 1.3). Let (Xn) be stationary integer-valued and let (Sn) be given by 
(1.1). If X 0 has finite entropy, then G!:;" = 100 a.s. 
COROLLARY( 1.4). If X 0 has finite entropy, then G!::" is trivial iff 100 is trivial. 
As example (1.2) shows, to obtain triviality of the larger tail a-field Goo we need 
to assume more than triviality of 100 • Also, it will not be enough to impose stronger 
mixing conditions on X. In section 3 we prove the following zero-two theorem which 
will be seen to be the key to our study of G00 • 
THEOREM( 1.5). Let (Xn) be stationary, ergodic and real-valued and let (Sn) be 
given by (1.1). For every real h, either 
II p ( s N E · 11; ) - p ( s N + h E · 11; ) II= 2 for all N ~ 1 a.s. 
or else 
lim II P(SN E ·11;) - P(SN + h E ·11;) II= 0 a.s. 
N-oo 
Here 1; := a(Xn : n ~ {l, ... , N}) and 11 · 11 denotes total variation. 
For i.i.d. sequences the corresponding zero-two theorem was proved by Stam (1967) 
and by Ornstein (1969), while Berbee {1979) gave a proof for mixing sequences. Most 
zero-two theorems in the literature relate to Markov processes. 
Theorem(l.5) leads us in a natural way to associate a group H with (Sn) as follows: 
H := { h E R : there exists N ~ 1 such that with positive probability 
P(SN E ·11;) and P(SN + h E ·11;) have mass in common}. 
By theorem (1.5), the set H is a group. For (Xn) integer-valued, we say that (Sn) is 
strongly aperiodic if H = '/J,. 
Theorem (1.6) below gives sufficient conditions for triviality of 9.00 as well as of the 
right tail a-field 
Let 
G! := n u(Sn: n ~ N). 
N ?_O 
1:, := n a(Xn : n > N) 
N ?_O 
and note that G! ::J l;I,. In section 4 we prove: 
THEOREM( 1.6). Let (Xn) be stationary integer-valued and let (Sn) be given by 
(1.1). Assume that (Sn) is strongly aperiodic. If l;I, is trivial then G! is trivial. If 
100 is trivial then Goo is trivial. 
Note that in example (1.2) triviality of 100 holds because (Xn) is one-dependent but 
strong aperiodicity fails because SN = YN - Y0 while Y0 and YN are 1;-measurable, 
so H = {O}. 
,,, 
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As an application of theorem (1.6) we consider a stationary ergodic 0-1 sequence 
( Xn). Let T1 , T2 , • • • be the random positive times at which Xn assumes the value 1: 
T1 = inf{n 2: 1: Xn = 1}, (1.7) 
Tk = inf { n > Tk _ 1 : Xn = 1} ( k > 1). 
By stationarity and ergodicity, if P(X1 = 1) > 0 then Tk < oo a.s. for all k 2: 1. We 
call Tk+i - Tk the kth interarrival time. In section 5 we prove: 
COROLLARY( 1. 7). Let (Xn) be a stationary 0-1 sequence with P(X1 = 1) > 0 and 
let (Sn) be given by (1.1} and (Tk) by (1.7). If .9! is trivial, then for any integer 
t 2: 0 
lim P(n+ 1 - Tk > t) = P(T2 - Ti > tlX1 = 1). 
k-+ 00 
Corollary (1.7), together with theorem (1.6), extends a result by Janson (1984) form-
dependent sequences. Janson (1984) contains an example of a I-dependent sequence 
with non-converging interarrival times. Corollary (1.4) has recently been applied by 
Den Hollander (1987) in a paper on mixing properties for random walk in random 
scenery. 
2. Proof of theorem (1.3) 
We start by recalling a few properties of entropy (see e.g. Smorodinsky (1971) or 
Parry (1981)). Let Z be a discrete random variable on our probability space (0, J,P) 
taking values in a countable set. The entropy of Z is defined as 
H(Z) := - L P(Z = z) log P(Z = z) 
z 
(0 log 0 = 0). For a sub-a-field Jl C 1 the conditional entropy of Z given A is defined 
as 
H(ZjJl) := -EL P(Z = zjJl) log P(Z = zjA). 
z 
For two sub-a-fields A, B C J we denote by Jl V B the smallest a-field containing A 
and B. The following properties will be used below: 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
H(ZJA) :::; H(ZIB) if B c A, 
H(ZIA) :S H(Z), 
H(Z1, Z2 IA) = H(Z1 IA) + H(Z2 IA V a(Zi)) 
= H(Z2 IA) + H(Z1 IA V a(Z2)), 
H(Z1 + Z2) :S H(Zi) + H(Z2), 
H(Z) :Slog j{z: P(Z = z) > O}I. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM( 1.3): We introduce the notation 
Sm,n :=Sn - Sm = Xm+i + · · · + Xn (m,n E :Ii; m < n), 
1N := u(Xn : n::; -N,n > N), 
9N := u(Sm,n: m::; -N,n 2: N) = u(S-N,N) V 1N. 
Note that loo =nw?.olN andg;;" =nN"?.o9N· 
By the martingale convergence theorem {Smorodinsky (1971)) 
H(Xo I loo) = lim H(Xo llN ), 
N-+ oo 
H(Xol9!:") = lim H(XoJ9N ). 
N-+ oo 
Here the monotonicity of 1N and 9N is used together with (2.2) and the assumption 
H(Xo) < oo. As a first step towards proving g;,;:v = 100 a.s. we claim that 
(2.6) 
To get (2.6) we note that 
(2.7) H(Xm l9N)::; H(Xol9N+lml) for all m and N. 
This follows from stationarity, (2.1) and the inclusion T-m 9N+lml C gN. Now fix 
two positive integers K, L and consider the following quantity: 
H((xjK )1il:'.'::L-1,s-LK.LK 11LK ), 
i.e. the conditional entropy given 1LK of the sum S_ LK ,LK and of the Xn with 
lnl ::; (L - l)K but sampled over gaps of size K. The trick is to write this out in two 
different ways, using (2.3), 
I. H((XiK )lil:'.'::L-1 llLK) + H(S-LK,LK llLK V u((XiK )Iii:'.':: L-i)), 
II. H(S-LK ,LK llLK) + H((XiK )Iii:'.':: L-1 llLK V u(S_ LK ,LK )), 
to derive a lower bound for I and an upper bound for II, and thus to get an inequality 
between these two bounds which can then be exploited to prove (2.6). 
Indeed, if we iterate the first term of I using (2.3), then we get 2L -1 terms each 
of which is bounded below by H(Xo llK) because of stationarity and (2.1). Hence, by 
ignoring the second term of I we get 
I 2: (2L - l)H(Xo JlK ). 
In II, on the other hand, the first term is bounded above by H ( s _ L K ,L K ) because of 
(2.2), while the second term equals H((XiK )lil:'.'::L-il9LK) and is bounded above by 
Elil~L- iH(XiK 19LK) via (2.1) and (2.3). Together with (2.7) this gives 
II::; H(S-LK ,LK) + (2L - l)H(Xo 192LK ). 
Since 1=11 we thus have 
H(Xo llK) ::; (2L - It 1 H(S_LK ,LK) + H(Xo J92LK ). 
Next let L ~ oo while keeping K fixed, and use the following lemma which we shall 
prove below. 
,, 
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LEMMA (2.8). If H(Xo) < oo, then H(S-N,N) = o(N). 
Finally we let K ~ oo and we end up with H(Xo l.100 ) :S H(X0 19~" ). But this 
implies (2.6) since the reverse inequality holds by (2.1) and .100 C 9~". 
Now, (2.6) is only the first step in proving 9~" = .100 a.s. The next step is to 
prove that for any positive integer M 
(2.9) 
This can be done in exactly the same way as above. Instead of sampling 2L - 1 single 
variables Xn over gaps of size K, we must now sample 2L - 1 blocks of variables of 
fixed length 2M + 1 separated by gaps of size K and then again take the limit L ~ oo 
followed by K ~ oo. The key inequality is the obvious modification of (2.7). These 
steps are left for the reader to verify. 
The assertion now follows from (2.9) and the following lemma which we shall 
prove below. 
LEMMA(2.10). Assume H(X0 ) < oo. Let A, B C .1 be two sub-a-fields such that 
Ac B. If 
then A = B a.s. 
This completes the proof of theorem (1.3). Ill 
PROOF OF LEMMA(2.8): We follow a standard truncation argument. Fix a positive 
integer M and define 
y = { 0 
n X 
n 
if lXnl :'.SM 
if IXnl > M (n E 1l). 
Since Xn - Yn can at most take 2M + 1 distinct values, the last term is at most 
log(2N(2M + 1)) by (2.5). Letting N ~ oo while keeping M fixed, we get 
limsup (2Nt 1 H(S-N,N) :'.S H(Yo). 
N-+ oo 
But H(Yo) can be made arbitrarily small by letting M ~ oo, because H(X0 ) < oo. Ill! 
,, 
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PROOF OF LEMMA (2.10): Let EE 8. Select Em E a((Xn)lnl::;m) such that 
(2.11) lim P(Em ilE) = 0. 
m-+ oo 
From (2.3}, for all m ~ 0 
and by assumption this equals 
Because A C B there must be term by term equality, so H(lEm IA) = H(lEm IB). 
But (2.11) implies limm ..... 00 H(lEm IB) = H(lE IB) = 0, hence limm.-+oo H(lEm IA) = 
H(lE IA) = 0. This in turn implies P(EIA) = 0 or 1 a.s., and so E E A a.s. Thus 
B c A. Ill 
3. Proof of theorem(l.5) 
We follow the proof of the contraction lemma in Berbee (1986), which goes back 
to an idea of Bradley (1983). Berbee (1979) contains a proof for mixing sequences 
using coupling techniques. The ergodic theoretic proof below is considerably shorter 
but also less transparant. 
Let us write P(X E ·IZ) for the conditional distribution of X given a(Z). The 
following facts will be used below: 
(3.1) E II P(X E ·IZ) - P(Y E ·IZ) II= II P((X, Z) E ·) - P((Y, Z) E ·) 11, 
(3.2) II P(f (X) E ·) - P(f (Y) E ·) II::; II P(X E ·) - P(Y E ·) 11, 
where X and Y are random variables taking values in the same measurable space, Z 
is any other random variable and f is any measurable function. 
PROOF OF THEOREM ( 1. 5): Let P1 and P2 be the two probability measures on 1 
defined by 
where uh : n -> n is the map 
We compare the restrictions of P1 and P2 to the nested sequence of a-fields 
9M.N := a(Sm,n: m::; -M,n ~ N), M,N ~ 0. 
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Since 9;.;v = nM ,N ~ 0 9M ,N, it follows via the martingale convergence theorem that 
(3.3) 
Because 9;_;v is T-invariant and P is T-invariant and ergodic on J", it is immediate 
that P 1 is T-invariant and ergodic on 9;.;v. The same is true, however, for P2 • This 
follows from the commutation rule UhT- l = r- l Uh Which holds on 9M ,N for any 
M, N ~ 1. Indeed, by this rule we have 
while ergodicity follows because if A is T-invariant so is Uh A by this rule. By an 
elementary application of the ergodic theorem we get from these ergodic properties 
that P1 and P2 on 9;_;v are either identical or mutually singular and thus the right 
hand side of (3.3) equals 0 or 2. 
The left hand side of (3.3) depends only on N + M because of stationarity. If 
we take M = 0, note that 9o.N = J";, V a(SN) and use (3.1), then (3.3) becomes 
equivalent to limN ..... 00 E Z N = 0 or 2 with 
Because SN+ 1 is (SN, XN +i)-measurable, we get from (3.1) and (3.2) that ZN is a 
reverse submartingale, i.e. ZN+1 ~ E(ZN 11";+ 1 ). Since 0 ~ ZN ~ 2, it follows that 
ZN converges a.s. with limit either 0 or 2. In the latter case we must have ZN = 2 
a.s. for all N ~ l because EZN is decreasing in N. I 
4. Proof of theorem (1.6) 
We need the following technical corollary of theorem (1.5). Once this has been 
proved theorem (1.6) will follow easily. 
COROLLARY( 4.1). Let (Xn) be stationary, ergodic and integer-valued and let (Sn) 
be given by (1.1). If (Sn) is strongly aperiodic and if U and V are integer-valued 
(Sn)-measurable random variables, then for every K ~ 0 
lim II P((Sn + u,s_n + V)n~N E ·l(Sn)lnl::;K) N-+ oo 
- P((Sn,S-n)n~N E ·l(Sn)lnJ::;K) II= 0 a.s. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY ( 4. 1): Because U is integer-valued we can approximate U 
by random variables Um which are (Sn)lnl::;m-measurable such that limm-+oo 
P(Um i= U) = 0. Hence it is enough to prove the assertion for U measurable with 
respect to (Sn)JnJ::;m for every fixed m ~ 0, and the same for V. 
By theorem (1.5) and property (3.1) we have that for any integer h 
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By stationarity this is the same as 
lim llP((Sn+m - Sm+ h)n>N E ·l(Sn+m - Sm)n<o) 
N-+oo - -
-P((Sn+m - Sm)n?:N E ·J(Sn+m - Sm)n~o) II= 0 a.s. for every m. 
Now, (Sn+m - Sm)n~o and (Sn)n~m determine each other when m 2: 0 (because 
S0 = 0). Hence we may replace h by any (Sn)n~m- measurable random variable, and 
since moreover for all N 2: -m also (S_n + V)n?:N is (Sn)n~m-measurable we obtain 
)~~ IJP((Sn + U, S_n + V)n?:N E ·l(Sn)n~m) 
- P((Sn' s_n + V)n?:N E ·l(Sn )n~ m) II= 0 a.s. 
By (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that for all K::; m 
)~~ llP((Sn + U, S_n + V)n?:N E ·J(Sn)lnl~K) 
-P((Sn,S-n + V)n?:N E ·l(Sn)lnl~K) JI= 0 a.s. 
The same type of argument shows that V may be replaced by 0 and that the role 
of U and V may be interchanged. The assertion now follows by using the triangle 
inequality. I 
In the proof of theorem (1.6) below we use the notation {3(X, Y) to denote the 
dependence coefficient of random variables X and Y defined as 
{3(X, Y) := E II P(Y E ·IX) - P(Y E ·) II . 
We shall need the inequality 
(4.2) {3(X, Y) ::; 2E II P(Y E ·IX) - P(Z E ·) II 
which holds for any random variable Z taking values in the same measurable space 
as Y. This follows from the inequality 
E II P(Y E ·) - P(Z E ·) II::; E II P(Y E ·IX) - P(Z E ·) II 
which is easily deduced from (3.1) and (3.2). 
PROOF OF THEOREM (1.6): Let K ::; m. Apply corollary (4.1) with U = -Sm and 
V = -S-m, and combine this with 
E JIP((Sn - Sm,S-n - S_m)n?:N E ·l(Sn)lnl~K) 
- P((Sn - Sm' s_n - s_m )n?:N E ·) II 
::=; {3((Xn)lnl~K' (Xn)lnl?:m) 
=: Cm,K' 
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where we use (3.1) and (3.2). This yields 
(4.3) N-+ oo 
- P((Sn' s_n)n?N E ·J(Sn)lnl:5K) lls Cm,K. 
Now use (4.2) and (4.3) to obtain 
(4.4) limsup,B((Sn)lnl:5K, (Sn)lnl?N) S 2c:m,K · 
N-+ oo 
But if 100 is trivial then limm.-+ 00 cm ,K = 0 for every fixed K (by a standard martingale 
argument) and so 
By the same token, this is equivalent to triviality of 900 • Thus the second assertion 
is proved. The proof of triviality of 9! from triviality of 1:, is an easy adaptation of 
the above proof. I 
5. Proof of Corollary ( 1. 7) 
The proof of Corollary (1.7) uses coupling. Let (Z~)n?i and (z;)n?i be two 
arbitrary processes defined on probability spaces (1l1, 1i, pi) and (i"l2, 1 2 , P 2 ), re-
spectively. A coupling is a construction of these processes on a common probability 
space (oi x 0 2 ,li x 1 2 ,Pi· 2 ) such that pi. 2 1.t• =pi and P 1 •2 1.t• = P 2 • Given two 
coupled processes taking values in the same measurable space (ni, 1i) = (02 , 1 2 ), we 
say that the coupling is successful if pi. 2 (Z~ = z; for all n sufficiently large) = 1. 
The key to corollary (1.7) is the following maximal coupling theorem of Goldstein 
(1979). 
MAXIMAL COUPLING THEOREM. Let (Z~)n?i and (z;)n?l be two arbitrary pro-
cesses taking values in the same Borel space. There exists a successful coupling pi. 2 
iff pi and P 2 agree on the tail a-field. 
The idea is to apply this theorem to two copies ( S~) and ( s;) of our sum process (Sn) 
obtained by conditioning on {Xi = O} and {Xi = 1}, respectively. That is 
pi ((S~) E ·) = P((Sn) E · JX1 = 0), 
P2 ((S~) E ·) = P((Sn) E ·JXi = 1). 
If 9! is trivial, then obviously 
and so by Goldstein's theorem there exists a successful coupling such that 
pi.2 (S~ = S~ for all n sufficiently large) = 1. 
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Now let (Tf h ~ 1 and (T,; h ~ 1 denote the corresponding sequences of random positive 
times at which X~ and X~ assume the value 1. Then we have for any t ~ O 
(5.1) 
where 
IP(Tk+l - n > t!X1 = o) - P(Tk+l -Tk > tlX1 = 1)1 
= IP1 (Tf+ 1 -Tf > t) - P 2 (r:+ 1 - r: > t)I 
::; p1.2 (Tf < Ti.2 or T: < T1,2) 
r
1
•
2 
= inf{m ~ 1: S! = s;, for all n ~ m} 
denotes the coupling time. Since P(limk-.oo Tk = oo) = 1, we have P 1 •2 (limk-.oo Tf 
= limk-. oo Tf = oo) = 1 and so 
(5.2) lim p1.2(Tf < T1,2 or T; < T1,2) = p1.2(r1,2 = oo) = 0. 
k-+ 00 
Conditioning on {X1 =1} is natural because the process (Tk+ 1 -Tk)k~i is stationary 
given {X1 = 1}, i.e. 
(5.3) P(Tk+ 1 - Tk > tjX1 = 1) is independent of k. 
For this well-known fact and its implications we refer to Kakutani (1943) and Kac 
(1947). If we now combine (5.1-3), then the assertion follows. I 
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